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Abstract 
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Deliverable D9.1 (WP 9) 

As the TrendMiner consortium has been extended in its last year by 4 new partners (IPIPAN, 
RILMTA, UC3M and DAEDALUS), we needed to address the issue of integrating their 

results in the existing TrendMiner platform. As time and human resources were not 

permitting a component-driven integration, we opted for an integration of the annotations 

generated by the components deployed by the new partners (see also D10.1 for a description 
of those components). For this purpose, new APIs for direct data warehouse management 

have been developed in WP5 (see Section 4 of D5.3.2), and more specifically an RDF model 

for Social Media Resources was deployed, which is guiding the import of RDF encoded data 
to be generated by the tools of the new partners. 

We describe in this deliverable how those new components have been responding to this 
representation format, and so how the TrendMiner platform could incorporate the extended 

use cases proposed by the new partners. We also describe our plans in using NIF (NLP 

Interchange Format) wrappers for the components of the new partners, and so to support an 
increased interoperability of language resources and NLP tools by allowing an exchange of 

annotations about text documents in RDF. This work is done in collaboration with the LIDER 

project (http://www.lider-project.eu/), and will continue beyond the lifetime of TrendMiner. 
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Executive Summary 
 

As the TrendMiner consortium has been extended in its last year by 4 new partners 

(IPIPAN, RILMTA, UC3M and DAEDALUS), there was a need to address the issue 

of integrating their results in the existing TrendMiner platform. As time and human 

resources were not permitting a component-driven integration, we opted for an 

integration of the annotations generated by the components deployed by the new 

partners (see also D10.1 for a description of those components). For this purpose, new 

APIs for direct data warehouse management have been developed in WP5 (see 

Section 4 of D5.3.2), and more especially an RDF model for Social Media Resources 

was deployed, which is guiding the import of RDF encoded data to be generated by 

the tools of the new partners. 

 

More specifically, this deliverable describes in some details the annotations that 

originate from 2 use cases extended by 3 new languages in TrendMiner: the financial 

(Spanish) and political (Polish, Hungarian) use cases, which were originally defined 

in WP6 and WP7 for respectively the Italian and the German languages. Social media 

data sources (Twitter, Facebook, blogs) in the new languages have been harvested and 

processed by tools adapted to the special requirements of these social media linguistic 

domains. We present how the output annotations of each of these extended use cases 

have been integrated into the TrendMiner platform. 

We also describe actual work in using NIF (NLP Interchange Format) wrappers for 

the components of the new partners, and so to support an increased interoperability of 

language resources and NLP tools by allowing an exchange of annotations about text 

documents in RDF. This work is done in collaboration with the LIDER project 

(http://www.lider-project.eu/), ensuring thus certain levels of realisation even after the 

lifetime of TrendMiner. 
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1 Integration of Annotations generated by the new Partners 
 

During the last year of TrendMiner, the 2 new use cases described in WP6 and WP7 

were extended by 3 additional languages: in the financial (Spanish) and political 

(Polish, Hungarian) domains.  

As time and human resources were not permitting a component-driven integration, we 

opted for an integration of the annotations generated by the components deployed by 

the new partners (see also D10.1 for a description of those components). For this 

purpose, new APIs for direct data warehouse management have been developed in 

WP5 (see Section 4 of D5.3.2), and more specifically an RDF model for Social Media 

Resources was deployed, which is guiding the import of RDF encoded data to be 

generated by the tools of the new partners. 

We describe in the following sections how the particular extended use cases generated 

data compliant to the needed RDF format for integration in the TrendMiner platform. 

Doing so, the results of the extended use cases can be, for example, visualized exactly 

the same way as this has been possible for the already existing use cases. 

 

1.1 The (extended) Financial Use Case: adding the Spanish Language 

The goal of this (extended) financial use case, which is related to WP6, is to show 

reputation information related to different Spanish companies. The selected 

companies are in the telecommunication sector: Telefónica, Orange and Jazztel. The 

hypothesis was to meassure any consequence on companies reputation caused by a 

recent acquisition operation from Orange over Jazztel. For this purpose, a set of news 

has been crawled from different Spanish newspapers where those companies were 

mentioned, along with some tweets containing the names of the companies. The size 

of the collection is around 1.500 documents. 

The processes applied to these documents have been: 

 Reputation analysis: Crawled news have been classified according to a 

reputation model, described in detail in [1]. The output of this process is the 

dimension or dimensions that a given news talks about. For example, a text 

could talk about ‘Integrity’ or ‘Strategy and Leadership’. 

 Sentiment Analysis: The text is also analysed regarding sentiment, in fact, 

entity related sentiment. So, a figure among -1.0 and 1.0 is assigned to each 

text. Document [1] provides a detailed description of the sentiment analysis 

process applied.  

 Entity recognition: Entities mentioned in the text are also identified, and 

linked to Wikipedia pages, if they exist. In this way it is possible to know 

which entities are co-occuring with others and, when this frequency is 

important, highlighting a possible interesting relations among them.    

 

Once these processes have been performed on input texts, the obtained information 

must be translated to the RDF format implemented in the TrendMiner platform for the 

use cases
1
. Figure 1 below shows an example of the content of a financial text in 

Spanish, semantically processed and translated to the requested RDF import format: 

    

                                                
1 The resulting triples are then stored in the OWLIM triplestore 

(http://www.ontotext.com/products/ontotext-graphdb-owlim/) . See also D5.3.2 for details on the 

current TrendMiner platform. 
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@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix sesame: <http://www.openrdf.org/schema/sesame#> . 

@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 

@prefix fn: <http://www.w3.org/2005/xpath-functions#> . 

 

<http://trendminer.eu/resources#tweet_514490682862739456> 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/identifier> "514490682862739456" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/terms/creator> "Beatriz" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/terms/creator_id> "7735482" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/description> "En 

#Observatoriotecnológico de @IndraCompany,Android One,llega  

           

 Windows 9,Orange compra Jazztel,nuevos Apple el 21/10 

http://t.co/c56eDDgc8H" ;  

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/language> "es" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/sentiment> "0.0"^^xsd:float ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/source> "twitter.com" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/date> "2014-09-

23T21:05:12"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/hashtag> "#Observatoriotecnológico" 

; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/location> "Madrid" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/location_uri> 

<http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madrid> ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/terms/ref_lab> "Orange" , "Jazztel" , "Apple" , 

"Indra" ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/terms/references> 

<es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_S.A.> , <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Jazztel> 

,  

       

 <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Apple> , 

<http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indra_Sistemas> ; 

 <http://purl.org/dc/terms/subject> "Innovación" , "Finanzas" . 

Figure 1. Example of an RDF document generated by the Spanish financial use case. 

The matching between previous analysis and the TrendMiner compliant RDF format 

has been driven by the rules: 

- Sentiment computed for the whole text is included in the ‘sentiment’ property, 

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/sentiment
2
 

- Reputation model dimensions identified after the reputation analysis is 

included in the ‘subject’ property: http://purl.org/dc/terms/subject 

- Extracted entities are represented through the ‘ref_lab’ (for entity’s names) 

and ‘references’ (for Wikipedia and other external URLs) properties  

 

Once the 1.500 documents in this RDF format have been loaded through the ‘RDF 

Import Service’ provided in WP5 (see D5.3.2), different tracks are defined to show 

the information included in the financial use case for Spanish. These tracks include: 

- Individual tracks: Three tracks showing data for ‘Telefónica’, ‘Orange’ and 

‘Jazztel’ in isolation. This is the way to see the sentiment related to each 

company, the number of mentions and the most common words co-occuring 

with each entity. 

- MentionsStudy track: Designed to compare mentions for all three companies 

and concepts linked to all of them.  

                                                
2 We were using this vacabulary for reason of simplicity in this phase of the integration. Current work 

is dealing in mapping all “sentiment” related information onto the MARL model integrated in the 

TrendMiner ontologies (www.dfki.de/lt/onto and Deliverable D2.1.2)). 

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/sentiment
http://purl.org/dc/terms/subject
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- ReputationStudy track: Designed to show which reputation dimension is more 

relevant according to the social conversation. 

 

These experiments are also described in Deliverable D5.5 “Deployment of web 

services for new use cases” [2]. 

 

1.2 The Polish Political Use  

Similar to the Spanish financial case, the integration of analysis results in this use case 

is integrated to the TrendMiner platform by generating the appropriate TrendMiner 

RDF format. For the description of the whole processing chain leading to the 

generation of the required RDF format, we refer to Deliverable D10.1, Section 4. 

This format also implies the specifications of prefixes, like in the Spanish financial 

case, and in this case we can see that the Polish Political Use case is making 

additionally use of geo location information: 

    @prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>  .  
         @prefix dc-terms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .  
         @prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .  
         @prefix geo-pos: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#> . 

In the required RDF format, each tweet is started by a blank line, followed by a line 

similar to this one:  

<http://trendminer.eu/resources#tweet_3273675 > 

where 3273675 is the identifier of given tweet as given by the Twitter API. After that 

we have a number of lines containing attributes of that tweet. Each line is similar to 

the one below:  

dc-terms:creator "waldydzikowski" ; 

Table 1 describes all the tweet attributes that can be included in the RDF format 

 
Attribute name Content Example value 

dc:identifieyer tweet identifier "3273675" 

dc-terms:creator author’s screen name "waldydzikowski" 

dc:description original tweet content "@KrzysztofLisek Dziekuje, w 
koncu sie zdecydowalem;) 

#wojna" 

dc:date timestamp "2013-04-

25T10:24:39"^^xsd:dateTime 

dc:hashtag hashtags #wojna 

dc:source source "twitter.com" 

dc:language language "pl" 

dc:sentiment sentiment of the tweet "1.0"^^xsd:float 

dc:location location mentioned in tweet "Warsaw" 

dc:location_uri URI of a location mentioned in 

tweet 

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Wars

aw> 

dc-terms:references URI of an entity mentioned in 

tweet 

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Soft

Bank> 

dc-terms:ref_lab label for an entity mentioned in 

tweet 

"Softbank" 

dc-terms:subject topic of tweet "polityka" 
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Attribute name Content Example value 

<http://trendminer.e

u/hasTokens> 

space separated list of tokens 

which might be normalized, 
lemmatized or whatever is 

necessary to feed the clustering 

tool properly. 

KrzysztofLisek dziękować koniec 

zdecydować ;) wojna 

Table 1: Attributes of a single tweet 

The first five attribute values come directly from the Twitter API (tweet_json is the 

API tweet object) and are not the result of any NLP analysis:  

1. dc:identifier – it’s a copy of tweet_json[id_str].  

2. dc-terms:creator – it’s a copy of tweet_json[user][screen_name].  

3. dc:description – it’s a copy of tweet_json[text].  

4. dc:date – it’s a copy of tweet_json[created_at], converted to another date format 

(notice the lack of timezone information).  

5. dc:hashtag – it’s an information easily extracted from 

tweet_json[entities][hashtags].  

The next two attributes are constants in the Polish NLP processing:  

1. dc:source – it is always "twitter.com".  

2. dc:language – it is always "pl". We do not process and visualise tweets for which 

the detected language is other than Polish. They are simply discarded.  

The following six attributes are the result of the Polish NLP tweet processing. 

1. dc:sentiment – represents sentiment of a tweet in a numeric value from 

interval [−1,1], where -1 stands for negative sentiment and 1 stands for positive 

sentiment.  

2. dc:location – is location mentioned in tweet, represented as Polish location 

name.  

3. dc:location_uri – URI to the location in dc:location attribute.  

4. dc-terms:references – URI to an entity mentioned in a tweet.  

5. dc-terms:ref_lab – Polish label for an entity mentioned in a tweet.  

6. dc-terms:subject – subject of a tweet in Polish, may be a multi-word text.  

All attributes except dc:sentiment can have multiple values, since for example several 

locations may be mentioned in a tweet, as well as several entities or subjects. In such 

case, we may output multiple values for such attribute, separating them by commas. 

We display just below an example of a tweet encoded in the TrendMiner format 

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .  

@prefix dc-terms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .  

@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .  

@prefix geo-pos: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#> . 

<http://trendminer.eu/resources#tweet_327367546749718528 >  

dc:identifier "327367546749718528" ;  

dc-terms:creator "waldydzikowski" ;  

dc:description "@KrzysztofLisek Dziekuje , w koncu sie zdecydowalem;) 

Pozdrawiam" ;  

dc:language "pl" ;  

dc:sentiment "0.7"^^xsd:float ;  

dc:source "twitter.com" ;  

dc:location "Warszawa" ;  

dc:location_uri <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Warsaw> ;  

dc:date "2014-04-25T10:24:39"^^xsd:dateTime ;  
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dc-terms:references <http://dbpedia.org/resource/SoftBank > ; dc-

terms:ref_lab "Softbank" ; dc-terms:subject "polityka" , "wybory" ; 

<http://trendminer.eu/hasTokens > "@KrzysztofLisek Dziekuje , ← - w koncu 

sie zdecydowalem ;) Pozdrawiam". 

<http://trendminer.eu/resources#tweet_121235135415313213 > ← - dc:identifier 

"121235135415313213" ;  

dc-terms:creator "Polityka300" ;  

dc:description "Jak wazne jest nowe stanowisko Tuska? W 2014 r. do szefa RE 

Putin dzwonil... raz http://t.co/G8xS3L8K2q" ;  

dc:language "pl" ;  

dc:sentiment "-0.1"^^xsd:float ;  

dc:source "twitter.com" ;  

dc:location "Warszawa" ;  

dc:location_uri <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Warsaw> ; dc:date "2014-04-

25T13:24:39"^^xsd:dateTime ;  

dc-terms:references <http://dbpedia.org/resource/EuropeanCouncil > ,  

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Tusk>;  

dc-terms:ref_lab "Rada Europejska" , "Tusk" ;  

dc-terms:subject "wybory" ; <http://trendminer.eu/hasTokens > "jak wazny byc 

nowy stanowisko Tusk ? w 2014 R . do szef RE Putin dzwonic . . . ← - raz 

http://t.co/G8xS3L8K2q" . 

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Warsaw> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#label> "Warszawa" ;  

geo-pos:lat "52.0"^^xsd:float ;  

geo-pos:long "21.0"^^xsd:float . 

Figure 2. Example tweet file in the TrendMiner RDF format generated by the Polish political use case. 

 

1.3 The Hungarian Political Use Case 

The Hungarian Political use case processes other type of social media as the other use 

cases: it deals with data downloaded from Facebook, and it considers also 

psychological and social-psychological aspects to be detected in the data. The full 

processing chain of those data leading to the intended content annotation is described 

in section 5 of Deliverable D10.1 [1]. From the results of the processing chain, a 

script derives the following attributes for each Facebook comment, encoded in the 

RDF required by the TrendMiner platform (using Dublin Core and other predicate 

definitions): 

• document id 

• source (facebook.com) 

• id of comment author from Facebook 

• date and time of message creation 

• original message text 

• lemmatized tokens of message text (excluding punctuation) for clustering 

• sentiment score 

• normalized name of the political party that is affiliated to the Facebook page 

the comment originates from, as keywords with “@” prefix 

• normalized names of the affiliated political parties of the entity mentions in 

the message, as keywords 

• entities mentioned in the message, with reference to their IDs in the political 

ontology. (Note: only names, name variants, abbreviations etc. associated to ontology 

instances are used to create links, there is no disambiguation for similarly or 

identically named entities.) 

 

Figure 3 below shows an example of 2 Facebook comments serialized in Turtle 

notation, compliant to the RDF format required by the TrendMiner plaform. The first 

comment originates from a page affiliated to the party DK, the second one from a 
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page affiliated to FIDESZ (hence the @DK and @FIDESZ keywords). The second 

comment also contains a mention of FIDESZ, which is added as a normalized 

keyword and an entity linked to the political ontology. 

 
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 

@prefix dc-terms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> . 

@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> . 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

 

<http://trendminer.eu/resources#fbcomment_159328114081341_733155650031915_83

17160> dc:identifier "159328114081341_733155650031915_8317160" ; 

 dc:source "facebook.com" ; 

 dc-terms:creator "100000739853711" ; 

 dc:date "2013-10-01T04:50:47"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

 dc:description "Nem tetszik! Elképesztő pofátlanság amit művelnek!" ; 

 <http://trendminer.eu/hasTokens> "nem tetszik elképesztő pofátlan ami 

művel" ; 

 dc:sentiment "-0.25"^^xsd:float ; 

 dc-terms:subject "@DK" ; 

 dc:language "hu" . 

 

<http://trendminer.eu/resources#fbcomment_298090296092_10151916088376093_116

17337> dc:identifier "298090296092_10151916088376093_11617337" ; 

 dc:source "facebook.com" ; 

 dc-terms:creator "100000393126965" ; 

 dc:date "2013-10-01T06:30:04"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

 dc:description "Sok egeszseget a meszi Izraelbol. Mi tortent? Meg a 

FIDESZ gyulesen nem volt baj." ; 

 <http://trendminer.eu/hasTokens> "sok egeszseget a mész Izraelbol mi 

tortent meg a Fidesz gyulesen nem van baj" ; 

 dc:sentiment "-0.0588235"^^xsd:float ; 

 dc-terms:subject "@FIDESZ" ; 

 dc-terms:subject "FIDESZ" ; 

 dc-terms:references <http://www.dfki.de/lt/onto/political.owl#FIDESZ> 

; 

 dc-terms:ref_lab "Fidesz" ; 

 dc:language "hu" . 

Figure 3: Example Hungarian political Facebook comments in the RDF format that can be processed by the 
TrendMiner platform 

1.4 Summary of Produced Annotations 

This section shows a summary of the number of all annotations produced in each new 

use case in TrendMiner. 

 

Number of documents 1549 

Number of tweets 982 

Number of news 50 

Number of blog posts 517 

 

Number of documents for each reputation dimension: 

 

Offer 148 

Work 65 

Integrity 40 

Strategy and leadership 22 

Innovation and Flexibility 26 

Social Responsibility 0 

Financial Situation 49 
Table 2: Reputation related annotations generated for the Spanish financial use case 
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Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden., above, shows the number of 

annotations generated in the financial use case for Spanish.  

  

The following table (3) depicts the summary of annotations produced in political use 

case 1 (analysis of Polish political Tweets). Figures are estimated on a subset of all 

documents. Exact values differ as tweets are constantly added to the database. 

 

Number of documents (tweets) ~1,900,000 

Number of tokens ~34,150,000 

Number of syntactic words ~28,947,000 

Number of syntactic groups ~3,094,000 

Number of named entities ~4,260,000 

Number of tokens with sentiment ~1,739,000 

Number of hashtags ~541,000 

Number of mentions ~1,601,000 
Table 3: Annotations generated in the Polish Political Use Case 

Annotations generated in political use case 2 (analysis of Hungarian political 

Facebook comments) are shown in 4 (comments dated between 2013.10.01 and 

2014.09.02). 

 

Annotated comments 1,930,609 

Named entity instances 366,343 

Annotation instances: positive emotional polarity 2,352,024 

Annotation instances: negative emotional polarity 1,540,061 

Annotation instances: positive agency 434,426 

Annotation instances: negative agency 132,740 

Annotation instances: positive communion 283,441 

Annotation instances: negative communion 225,305 

Annotation instances: primary (RID) 251,732 

Annotation instances: secondary (RID) 1,188,551 

Annotation instances: verbs, past tense 1,275,924 

Annotation instances: verbs, future tense 525,654 

Annotation instances: verbs, present tense 5,110,084 

Annotation instances: personal pronouns 928,191 

Annotation instances: nouns and verbs with personal 

inflection 

7,740,527 

Total number of annotation instances 

(including subtypes not listed above) 

22,606,780 

Table 4: Annotations generated in the Hungarian Political Use Case 
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1.5 Locations of generated annotations 

A sample collection of those annotations generated by all use cases will be made 

available from November 25
th

 on for public download at the TrendMiner website 

(http://www.trendminer-project.eu/index.php/downloads). 

 

In addition, UC3M and RILMTA made annotation sets in their internal format 

available for free download at their own sites. UC3M (Health Use Case, not reported 

in this deliverable, but in D10.1)) publishes a dataset of 400 Forumclinic comments. 

RILMTA (Political Use Case 2) publishes a corpus of 1.9M Facebook comments 

dated 2013.10.01-2014.09.02 including all NLP and other annotations. URLS for 

these datasets are listed in Table 5. 

 
Health Use 

Case 

http://trendminer.uc3m.es/trendminer/resources/CORPUS_forumclinic_20140320.rar 

 

Political Use 

Case 2 

http://corpus.nytud.hu/trendminer/ 

 

Table 5: Locations of original annotation sets 

 

2 Starting Experiments with the NLP Interchange Format (NIF) 

As the reader could see in Section 1: WP5 of TrendMiner has defined APIs for direct 

data warehouse management; also specifying a format for importing data encoded in 

RDF, with a special focus on Social Media Resources. On this basis, further 

processing of the (annotated) data from the new partners can be performed. So for 

example, the same visualisation algorithms can be applied to the incoming data from 

the extended use cases, as this was done for the annotated data generated within the 

TrendMiner platform by the already integrated components dealing with the original 

use cases of TrendMiner. 

One can easily see that this level of integration is potentially supporting cross-linking 

applications between the data sets generated by the different use cases in different 

languages. This is an issue that some partners involved in the financial and political 

use cases will explore in the future, on the basis of potential joint projects. 

While this strategy to the integration of the results generated by the extended new 

cases gave full satisfaction, one issue that is not covered by the current TrendMiner 

approach is the interoperability of linguistic annotation, as this is not directly needed 

by the use cases: it is enough there to ensure the interoperability of associated 

metadata and numeral indicators. 

With this longer term goal in our mind, we are exploring the possibility to use 

strategies that support the generation of joint annotations from NLP tools not as a 

postmortem transformation of annotations to an agreed schema, but as a process 

driven from the very beginning of the processing chain. And we are also aiming at 

making linguistic annotations interoperable, and not “only” the application relevant 

metadata. 

Therefore we started to look at the possibility to make use of the NLP Interchange 

Format (NIF), which is described in http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/. But as 

http://trendminer.uc3m.es/trendminer/resources/CORPUS_forumclinic_20140320.rar
http://corpus.nytud.hu/trendminer/
http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/
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recent developments in the Linguistic Linked Data community 

(http://linguistics.okfn.org/resources/llod/) lead to the development of wrappers that 

can activate NLP tools and transform all their generated annotations into an agreed 

RDF format (see http://site.nlp2rdf.org/), we are currently investigating the possibility 

to test those wrappers, in cooperation with the LIDER project (http://www.lider-

project.eu/). 

Figure 4. below gives an example of the use of NIF as generated by the Eurosentiment 

project
3
, with which we cooperated on the modeling of sentiments and opinions 

within the MARL
4
 model 

"entries": [   { 

 "nif:String": “We got a good deal compared to other Madrid prices and as we were only using the hotel as 

a base so we didn't expect too much. Location of the Alberto Aquilera NH hotel was pretty good and the 

room was quiet and clean. We had a safe and free wi-fi. Only downside was the room was on the small side 
and the bathroom was tiny.", 

 "dc:language": "en", 

"prov:wasDerivedFrom": { 

” “@type": "es:TripadvisorComment”, 

 "date": "2008-09-10", 

  "user": "kekeScotland” }, 

 "opinions": [ { 

 "@id": "_:Opinion01", 

 "marl:hasPolarity": "marl:Positive", 

 "marl:polarityValue": 4, 

 "marl:describesObjectFeature": "Overall”},  

 …}] 

… }] 

Figure 4. An example of the use of NIF as generated by the Eurosentiment project 

But this NIF representation also does not include the kind of linguistic annotations 

that we want to include in our model.  

Results of NIF transformations of the data sets generated by the extended use cases 

will also be made available at the TrendMiner Web page. 

3 Conclusions 
In this short report describing the prototypes developed for the extended use cases in 

the financial and political domains, we have been showing how a data-driven 

approach to the integration to the TrendMiner platform has been designed in order to 

ensure the full fucntionality of the platform also for the extended use cases. 

We described also the next steps to be taken in order to have all generated data sets 

also to include their linguistic annotation, and we are investigating therefore the use of 

the NLP interchange format, and the web services developed for supporting the 

transformation of corpus data into this format. 

                                                
3 See http://eurosentiment.eu/ for more details 
4 http://www.gsi.dit.upm.es/ontologies/marl/ 
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